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Bb CLARINETS

S/H Clarinet - Buffet B12 Student 984631 Fair, Woodlook plastic body, Silverplated keys, Original case - 

READY

SH-8-0010 £200.00

*This B12 Buffet clarinet is showing some wear but is playing well and will serve any learner for many years to come. The 

outfit includes the orignal case & mouthpiece. Bell ring missing.

S/H Clarinet - Buffet Evette 144042 Student Plastic body, Worn n/p keys, Original case - READY TO PLAYSH-11-0016 £215.00

*This student starter level clarinet from Buffet shows some wear to the keywork and case but is playing well and would serve 

any beginner for many years of sucessful learning.

S/H Clarinet - Buffet B12 Student 468854 Shiny plastic body, Shiny n/p keys, Original case, Case cover - 

READY TO PLAY

SH-137-0094 £225.00

*A nice condition, little used student clarinet. The Buffet B12 is a shop and teacher favourite and very encouraging for 

beginners. Light weight, highly responsive and colourful in tone the B12 will last for many years in service.

S/H Clarinet - Buffet B12 Student Shiny plastic body 444379, Nickel plated keys, Original case, 4C m/p - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1190 £235.00

*This is a nice condition, little used, student clarinet. The B12 has for many years been a teacher favourite recommendation. 

Lightweight and easy to blow this example shows very little wear and is sure to perform well for years.

S/H Clarinet - Yamaha YCL250 Student 106554 VGC Wood look plastic body, S/P keys, 6C m/p, Original case 

- READY TO PLAY

SH1195 £295.00

*One of the best student clarinets available in VGC this YCL250 has a colourful, dark tone quality, excellent intonation and a 

robust build. Supplied with its original 6C student mouthpiece and protective gig case. Great value.

S/H Clarinet - Normandy PLATEAU KEY 20484 VGC ResoTone Plastic body, N/P keys, Original case - 

READY

SH1233 £350.00

*Lightweight and easy to manage this plateau key instrument is ideal for anyone struggling to cover open rings on a standard 

clarinet. Rarely available the Normandy is well made and great value at the price.

S/H Clarinet - B&H Boosey & Hawkes Emperor Wooden N154759 Nickelplate keys, Original case - READY 

TO PLAY

SH-137-0098 £385.00

S/H Clarinet - B&H Boosey & Hawkes Emperor Wooden 480456 VGC Silverplated keys, New gig case - 

READY

SH1239 £450.00

*This is a very good, older clarinet which has been well maintained and is looking great. The tone is rich and centered with 

good projection. The outfit includes a Vandoren M30 m/p with Rovner flexible ligature and cap. Great value.

S/H Clarinet - Buffet E11 Wooden 326867 Nickelplated keys, Original m/p & case - READY TO PLAYSH1225 £595.00

*Popular model 1st upgrade clarinet from Buffet the E11 offers the feel of more expensive wooden instruments at a fraction 

of the cost.

S/H Clarinet - Buffet E11 Wooden Intermediate 589666 VGC, Shiny silverplated keys, Double case & cover - 

READY TO PLAY

SH-8-0016 £625.00

*Very good looking Buffet E11, well cared for, padded in SuperPads. Outfit includes a custom woodframe double case with 

leather case cover which includes music pocket. Excellent value.

S/H Clarinet - Noblet Artist B42880 Wooden body, Plastic barrel, Nickel plated keywork, Original case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1132 £650.00

*An older, quality wooden instrument from Noblet. Solidly built with good response and a centred tone quality and good 

projection. This is the complete original outfit m/p, lig & cap and case. A reliable, good all round instrument.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30 

All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd
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S/H Clarinet - Selmer Seires 9 Wooden Prof S6290 N/p keys, Articulated G#, LH Eb / Bb trill 7 rings - READY 

TO PLAY

SH1087 £695.00

*This is a very attractive older instrument, once the flagship of the Selmer range, with the additional features of an articulated 

G# and LH trill option for Eb/Bb. Two barrels. M30 m/p. Some wear to the key plating but overall good.

S/H Clarinet - Leblanc Dynamique 828 Vintage Wooden, N/P keys, LH Eb/Ab, Artic G#/C#, LH Bb/Eb, New 

case - IN WORKSHOP

SH1209 £750.00

*This Dynamique clarinet is as free blowing an instrument as you are likely to find. Good intonation, excellent resonse 

throughout. Really fun to play. The upper register is exceptional. The outfit includes a new gig case.

S/H Clarinet - Selmer Prologue II Wooden M6954 Wooden, Good cond silverplated keys, Leather case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1103 £850.00

*Excellent value in an upgrade clarinet. The Prologue II from Selmer is styled after their professional range and has the 

characteristic warm tone with powerful projection. Outfit includes a quality mouthpiece and a Buffet Prestige case.

S/H Clarinet - CONTRA ALTO IN Eb - Bundy ( USA ) Resonite body 1683, N/P keys, Original case & M/P - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1194 £850.00

*Rarely available. This Contra Alto Bundy clarinet is playing well, showing signs of use but overall in good condition. Blush 

on keywork but only a little plating wear. Good condition mouthpiece and original woodframe case. Great value.

S/H Clarinet - Buffet E13 Wooden K162540 Good condition silverplated keywork, Original leather case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1241 £875.00

*This is a sought after upgrade wooden clarinet from Buffet. The E13 has a colourful, responsive tone quality which is just 

right for many players advancing at Grade 5 level. This clarinet shows some wear to the body & case but VGC keywork.

S/H Clarinet - Ubel Classic Upgrade VGC Wooden 135421 Silverplated keys, Original m/p & Gig case - 

READY

SH1236 £925.00

*This Ubel Classic model is an excellent value upgrade clarinet for the advancing player. Lovely unstained grenadilla wood 

body, great manufacture, a rich, warm tone quality and reliability are all to be found in this instrument.

S/H Clarinet - Leblanc Concerto Prof Wooden 67114 Beautiful unstained wood, S/P keys, Original case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1133 £975.00

*This Leblanc Concerto clarinet is a wonderful instrument. Lovely to look at with beautiful grained wood and with a warm 

tone quality that has the power to project through any ensemble. Very solidly built. A fine upgrade clarinet.

S/H Clarinet - Selmer Odyssee Professional Wooden P00819 VGC Silverplate keys, 2 barrels, Leather case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1082 £1,025.00

*Tremendous value in an upgrade clarinet this Selmer Odyssee has the rich, dark tone for which Selmer instruments are 

reknowned. It has been exceptionally well maintained. The outfit includes Selmer 120 m/p.

S/H Clarinet - Yamaha Custom YCL82 Prof 01700 Wooden, Silverplated keys, 2 barrels, Original case & cover 

- READY TO PLA

SH1057 £1,150.00

*A beautiful, dark toned, warm sounding instrument from Yamaha offering excellent intonation and response with a 

rewarding blowing feel. The Custom range compares very well with Buffet & Selmer instruments. Excellent upgrade model.

S/H Clarinet - Buffet R13 Professional 304989 Good cond wooden, Silverplated keys, Original caseSH1205 £1,175.00

*Nice older Buffet R13 in good condition. Keywork is excellent, original leather case showing some signs of wear but sound. 

The outfit includes a Selmer C85 mouthpiece with ligature & cap and accessories. Excellent value.

S/H Clarinet - Selmer ( Paris ) Series 10S Prof Wooden F4073 VGC Silverplate keys, 2 barrels, Buffet case - 

READY TO PLA

SH1092 £1,185.00

*The Selmer 10S was the top Selmer model in the 1980's and 90's. It has a distinctive dark, centred tone and powerful 

projection. This instrument has both 64.5mm and 66mm barrels and is outfitted with a leather Buffet case. No m/p.

S/H Clarinet - Yamaha YCL62 Prof Wooden 005444 Silverplate keywork, Vandoren 5RV m/p, BAM gig case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1093 £1,195.00

*This YCL62 clarinet, part of the prof range when first manufactured, is in good condition and is being overhauled. The outfit 

is a great value and priced to compete with intermediate instruments. A wonderful upgrade instrument.

S/H Clarinet - Leblanc Concerto Professional 69652 Wooden, Silverplated keys, New gig case - READY TO 

PLAY

SH970 £1,325.00

*Lovely condition instrument with a resonant tone quality and projection. Bright silverplated keywork. The Concerto by 

Leblanc has a wonderful reputation for reliable, rewarding performance.

S/H Clarinet - Selmer Paris Signature Prof Wooden P06959 VGC Silverplated keys, LH Eb/Ab key, Leather 

case - READY TO PL

SH1105 £2,595.00

*A really lovely top range Selmer clarinet, the Signature model embodies the very best of the Selmer tradition. Elegantly 

styled with excellent quality materials and finish. Outfit includes a quality mouthpiece and Prestige case.

CLARINETS IN A

S/H Clarinet in A - Boosey & Hawkes Emperor A43030 VGC Silverplated keys, Original double case, 2 barrels 

- AVAILABLE

SH1078 £525.00

*Really nice condition A clarinet from B&H this wooden Emperor would make a great first A for the advancing player getting 

started in orchestral performance. Supplied with regular and short barrrels in the original compact double case.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30 

All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd
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S/H Clarinet in A - Selmer 10S Pro E2498 VGC Wooden, S/P keys, Outfit includes new single case - READY 

TO PLAY

SH1177 £1,495.00

*This 10S A clarinet from Selmer has an beautiful open tone quality with a low resistance blowing feel, much like a Bb 

clarinet. An excellent pairing with almost any make of clarinet. Supplied in a new single case. An excellent value.

S/H Clarinet - BASSET CLARINET in A - Crafted by Alan Hacker, Knick barrel, low C, custom key, Double 

case - AVAILABLE

SH1211 £1,800.00

*From the workshop of Alan Hacker, performer and craftsman. This MBC Artist A clarinet has been extended to low C with 

sensible keywork layout, lightweight and easy to hold and is leather padded. Free blowing and looking good.

PAIRS OF CLARINETS

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - B&H Symphony 1010 Prof Wooden Bb 435671 , A 442882 VGC  Acton vents & m/p - 

READY TO PLAY

SH-135-0195 £1,495.00

*Excellent condition Vintage 1010 clarinet pair from B&H. Highly desirable, each with Acton vent, recently leather padded. 

Outfit include the original compact double case itself in remarkable condition for its age.

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - Leblanc LL Prof Bb 33515, A 29652 Good condition, Nickel plated keys, Double case - 

READY TO PLAY

SH1026 £1,500.00

*This pair of LL model Leblanc France  clarinets is a great way to get started with orchestral level 'gear' for the price of a 

single Bb. Well cared for instruments which are ready for many years of further use. Woodframe double case.

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - Leblanc LL, Prof Bb 23676 | A 46653, Full Boehm silver plated keys - READY TO 

PLAY *DM

SH302 £1,595.00

*Older professional pair with a powerful, big sound. Some plating wear to s/p keys on Bb particularly. Bb clarinet has leather 

pads, A has skin pads. Cased in a Buffet double case, somewhat worn with replacement handle. Portnoy BP02 m/p.

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - Leblanc LL Paris, Prof Bb 26498 | A 23675, VGC, Wooden Full Boehm s/p keys - 

READY TO PLAY

SH255 £1,595.00

*Serviced and in custom triple (Bb, A, C) black hard case. Lovely older professional model with additional 'Full Boehm' 

features. 'Jump style' keys, some wear & scratches. L/H C/Eb trill, articulated C#/G#. Great tone and response.

BASS CLARINETS

S/H Clarinet, CASE ONLY, Bass Clarinet, Yamaha for Instrument to low C Wood frame Rectangular Black 

finish SECOND HAND

ABCLTCASEBL-D1 £75.00

Special Offers on New Stock

REED TRIMMER CUTTER Eb CLARINET PRESTINI WITH REGULATOR - SPECIAL 

OFFER !

£13.99PRC1R

~d TWO REED GUARDS CLARINET VANDOREN ( PURPLE)  & VITO (BLACK) NO 

ELASTIC - DISCOUNT * SPECIAL OFFER *

£2.45VRG-D

~d LIG ONLY Eb CLARINET VANDOREN MASTERS INVERTED LIGATURE N/P - SHOP 

SOILED - Discounted Item * SPECIAL OFFER *

£18.0093VC3-D

~d LIG & CAP Eb CLARINET VANDOREN MASTERS INVERTED LIGATURE N/P - LAST 

STOCK AVAILABLE * SPECIAL OFFER * >

£12.0093VC3

~~ REED CARE REED TRIMMER CUTTER Bb CLARINET VANDOREN WHITE MASTER 

REEDS TIP PROFILE ADJUSTABLE * SPECIAL OFFER *

£153.45AVRT16

~~ REED CARE REED TRIMMER CUTTER Bb CLARINET VANDOREN BLACK MASTER 

REEDS TIP PROFILE ADJUSTABLE * SPECIAL OFFER *

£153.45AVRT18

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30 

All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd


